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Chanchal is a movi Directed by Indrajit Singh starring Gracie Singh, Armand Shahabi. An adaptation of the Agatha Christie novel Crime on the Orient Express. What: 70 years of film Appearance: 9/9/2017 Country: India Class: drama, melodrama Represents: a story from the life of a train. Cast: Syria Jinidra, Arjira Patcha, Rizu Baba, Lucy West, Shahriyar Hassan, Ribi Shanti,
Ram Jurada, Sarah Cindy, Ashudi Rao, Amitabh Bachchan, Lini Nujikai, Sujagopala Sahay and others. Number of likes on Facebook: 3,610 Nujiki I really like the pure charm of Indian films. However, the Cinema of India is not overloaded with this philosophy of soullessness and cynicism, which has been very depressing to me lately. Raji Rao (Syria Jiddi) It was this director who
made her B-movie debut, replacing Sonali Mohammadi, who was fired. Syria was a very sweet and cheerful girl. We were all very worried about her dismissal. Of course, this is a terrible blow to the film. Everyone dreamed of such an actress, but she was fired. When Damayanti and Hamida (Raji). Syria undertook the most difficult part of the film adaptation of the novel, as she
could not choose between two projects: "Crime on the Orient Express" and "Fountain of Youth", which she produced. Damavanti began studying the novel as a child and wrote the 4th book based on it. Damayanti will play Amit, an elementary school student who is responsible for the train storyline. He plays a small role in the second half of the film, as do Save from the Train and
Sujagi from the Ghost Train. The twentieth part will be released in the spring. Rinda in the role of Riza Baba is nice to see performed by a beautiful, kind and good actress. Because of the lead role, Damavanni's daughter, Richie, was cast in November. Son Shi
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